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Introduction
Let {W(t), t > 0} be a standard Brownian motion. For a positive integer m, define a Gaussian process --LA.-.
ml Jo X m (t) = -/ (t -s) m dW(s), ml Jo which was first mentioned by Shepp [4] . This class of processes arises in several domains of applied mathematics. For instance, the process Xi(-), which has been studied at length, is the solution of Langevin's equation under certain physical conditions. Wahba [5, 6] used X n (-) to derive a correspondence between smoothing by splines and Bayesian estimation in certain stochastic models.
Watanabe [7] established a law of the iterated logarithm for Xi (•) (in fact, his result concerns a larger class of Gaussian processes). Lachal [2, 3] studied the law of the 120 Zhengyan Lin [2] iterated logarithm and regular points for X m (•), m > 1. Moreover, Lachal [2] obtained some integral tests that precisely characterize the upper functions for X m , which is an important result in the asymptotic study of X m .
In this paper we study path behaviour of the process X m (•). By establishing results on large deviations, we investigate the moduli of continuity and large increment properties for X m (-) , m > 1, and give their upper and lower bounds. Note that increments of X m (•) are neither independent nor stationary, moreover X m (•) is also not a stationary process. Usually, stationarity of increments is required for investigating the moduli of continuity and large increments of a process.
First of all, we give some moment results. We have
where b m = (m\)~2(2m + I)" 1 , and for any h > 0
for some positive b mJ ,j = 2,... ,2m + I, where
Put y n (f) = X m ( . For any given s > 0, take r = r(e) to be specified later on. By Lemma 2.1, we have
D, where c, = ^m 2 2-(2m+1) D-2 /2. Consider / 2 now. We shall use a method similar to that in [1] . For rh < t < 1 -h, 0 < s < h, which implies that
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\X m ((t + s) r )-X m (t r )\
For the first term of the right hand side of (2.3), by (1. 
The proof is similar to that of Proposition 2.1, and hence, is omitted.
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Moduli of continuity
We need another well-known lemma. 
,, " ,.
liminf sup -77; > 1 almost surely. The procedure from (3.3) to (3.1) is routine, and hence, is omitted. Next we show (3.2). Let h n = n~A-with A n = n (logloinr ' f oo as n -* oo. Define w . ,
We have that, for i<j, lim inf max 
\X m {t + h n ) -X m (t) + X m (t + h ) -X m (t + h n )\ > SUP
\X m {t + h n )-X m {t)\ SU P 7T72-
By the derivative calculus for the function / (x) = x A ", we have
hn -h n+ \ -h n+ \---
(1 -n log log n Therefore, (r + / » n + . r ( / » n /r, +1 )(log(A, / i n + 1 ) ) . hm sup
Consequently we conclude (3.2) by (3.8), (3.9) and (3.1). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. In the sequel, we always consider k andy such that A tj is non-empty. •
